PHOTO
WORKSHOP
IN SVALBARD

The realm of the polar bears

with Luca Bracali

Travel, photo
and adventure
A photo workshop is much
more than taking pictures, it’s
a human experience. Traveling
and shooting the world means
visiting new places and meeting
new cultures. In a workshop you
will discover magnificent remote
areas of the planet and improve
your photographic technique

JULY
13-26

PHOTO
WORKSHOP

LUCA BRACALI

LUCA BRACALI
About me
Luca Bracali has travelled 138
countries, published 10 books and
won 8 International Photo contests.
Since 2008 he is a member of the
APECS (Association of Polar Early
Career Scientists) thanks to his media
and scientific contributions related
to the environment. In 2009 he was
the only reporter to have reached the
geographic North Pole by skiing. In
2010 he made his debut in the world
of fine-art photography and his photos
are shown in author exhibitions, in
museums and galleries, in Roma, Sofia,
Kiev, Copenhagen, Montreal and New
York. Since 2011 he has been working as
Director of the Italian Rai TV and signed
4 stories for National Geographic. The
Minor Planet Center of Cambridge
named after him the 198,616th
discovered asteroid.

who is?

PHOTO WORKSHOP ORGANISED BY L
BRACALI IN SVALBARD, THE REALM OF
POLAR BEARS

Explore Arctic Svalbard, the polar bear capital of the plane
to observe these majestic creatures in their natural habitat
archipelago between Norway and the North Pole, Svalbard
kingdom of fjords, snow-capped mountains, majestic glac
wonderful polar bears. A journey that will take us to specta
close encounters.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
• Cruise on a private boat for only 10 people and navigate
arctic wilderness between the icebergs and sea ice
• Possibility to get close to polar bears and walruses
• We will reach by boat the 80th Parallel North
• Natural Trekking
• We will experience the legendary midnight sun, the sum
perennial light of the North that never sees the sun set.
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SVALBARD, THE
REALM OF THE
POLAR BEARS
Period: July13-26 2017
Program: 10 days
Accommodation type: boat
DURING THE STAY:
EXCLUSIVE CRUISE BOAT ONLY FOR 10
PASSENGER

mmer

2017

day 1:
JULY 13 — DEPARTURE FROM ITALY OR
YOUR COUNTRY
day 2:
JULY 14 — LONGYEARBYEN, SVALBARD
Arrival at Longyearbyen around 00.30 and transfer to the hotel.

day 2-10: July 14-24
CRUISE TO DISCOVER THE SVALBARD
ISLANDS
We will reach Longyearbyen, the “capital”, where we will start our cruise to the North Pole. Svalbard lies north of the Arctic Circle, where the
summer midnight sun never sets. We will explore the Svalbard on a
ship reserved for a maximum of 10 people. Our journey in the archipelago is full of adventure. In a region ruled not by humans but by polar
bears, we let nature guide our course. Just think that in the Svalbard
isles live about 2,500 inhabitants and at least 3,000 polar bears.
The three largest islands are Spitsbergen, Nordaustlandet and Edgeøya. We will go in search of the polar bears, walruses and animals
that populate these islands of the Arctic Circle. We will admire the
icebergs and the sea ice, a mass of floating ice whose thickness rarely
exceeds 3 meters. The sea ice is typical of the polar regions because
the low temperatures cause the freezing of the surface of the marine
waters.
On average, we will disembark twice a day. Among the obligatory
excursions, the first is Barentsburg, a Russian mining camp, where miners still work with a pick and kerosene lanterns. The inhabitants of this

community live together, eating in a common canteen. The journey
will continue heading to Magdalenefjorden, a fjord famous for its
white beach on the west coast of Spitsbergen, its rugged mountains
and the Gullybukta Bay. We will reach by ship Ny-Alesund, a settlement located in the northwest of the island of Spitsbergen, the
largest of the Svalbard, populated by about 200 inhabitants in the
summer, and only 30 in the winter, a community of scientists coming
from all over the world. By boat we will head to the 80th Parallel
North, where summer lasts one day: four months of perpetual light.

day 10: JULY 24
LONGYEARBYEN
Return to the port of Longyerbyen with overnight

day 10: JULY 25
LONGYEARBYEN
Departure from Longyearbyen to return to Italy on the 26 with probable stop-over for one night in Oslo.

• RECOMMENDED PHOTOGRAPHICH EQUIPMENT
• • Recommended Camera: 1 full-frame body, 1 APS-C body
• • Recommended Optics: 24-105 / 70-200 mm. / 300 mm. / 150600 mm. / Extender 1.4X, 1.7X or 2X
• • A tripod with tilting head and a monopod
• • 3 batteries for the camera and 3 cards cf or sd 32Gb
• • Two hard-disk and a PC with software for viewing images

OUR CONDITIONS
Accommodation in double room
(Minimum of 4 PARTECIPANTS | single supplements 200 euro)

5.800 € per person
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THE PRICE INCLUDES
Boat cruise
Guide
Accommodation and meals full-board in the boat
photo workshop with Luca Bracali
THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE
Flight Italy / Svalbard Islands / Italy
Three nights in a hotel
Lunches and dinners in the days not on the boat
Medical insurance
Single room supplements in hotel
Personal Extras
Anything not included in “The fee includes”

ORGANISED BY LUCA BRACALI

PHOTO WORKSHOP

How to book the workshop
ON-LINE

www.lucabracali.it
www.ilfotoamatore.it

